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Abstract: In this review we consider mainly relatively simple engineering models which can be physically substantiated
although usually their justification requires a large number of assumptions. These models are characterized by
the following features in the case of normal impact: either they determine the relations between the ”integral
characteristics” of penetration (depth of penetration, ballistic limit velocity) in the explicit form (in algebraic form or
including quadratures) or they describe local interactions between the shield and the penetrator in the points of
the penetrator-shield contact surface that yield such integral characteristics. In this overview we present more or
less comprehensively all widely used and also not well known analytical models which have been suggested for
describing high-speed penetration into metal shields. This survey is characterized by the following distinguishing
features: (i) includes an unprecedented large number of models; (ii) presents models suggested during recent
years; (iii) analyzes models which have been originally published in Russian and are not well known in the West.
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Nomenclature

DOP depth of penetration;
E
h

ai

parameters determining models;

b

thickness of shield;

H

BLV ballistic limit velocity;

K

maximum diameter of impactor;

instantaneous depth of penetration, Fig. 2
and Fig. 3;
depth of penetration;

kplast constant plastic modulus, Eq. (25);

CCE cylindrical cavity expansion;
d

Young’s modulus;

bulk modulus of shield material;

KC RH caliber radius head of ogive nose;
LIM

localized interaction model;
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L

length of nose of impactor, Fig. 2;

Limp

length of impactor;

m

mass of impactor;

mpiug mass of plug;
n

coefficient, Eq. (98);

R

shank radius of impactor;

θ,Θ functions determining impactor shield contact surface, Eqs. (5) and (6);
κ

error control parameter, Eq. (35);

µfr

friction coefficient;

v

Poisson’s ratio of shield material;

ρ

coordinate associated with impactor, Fig. 3;

ρimp material density of impactor;
SCE spherical cavity expansion;
u

= cos φ;

ν

instantaneous velocity of impactor;

νimp

impact velocity;

νn

material density of shield;

σu

ultimate tensile strength of shield material;

σ

true stress;

σcstat static component of normal stress in CCE
model;

νres

residual velocity of impactor;

σsstat static component of normal stress in SCE
model;

νbl

ballistic limit velocity;

σr

stress at the boundary of cavity;

velocity at hole boundary;

σn

normal stress (positive in compression);

= ν2 ;

σt

tangential stress (positive in compression);

work done during perforation, minimum perforation energy;

τs

shear stress;

V
w
W

x

φ
coordinate associated with impactor, Fig. 2
and Fig. 3;
Φ

angle between direction of projectile motion
and local external normal to the surface;
function determining shape of impactor, Fig.
3;

y

radius of hole;

Y

yield stress of shield material;

χs

parameters of SCE model, Eq. (52);

coefficient in CCE model;

Ψ

function determined by Eq. (45).

1.

Introduction

αc
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local normal velocity at the surface of projectile;

ρsh

αs

coefficient in SCE model;

βc

coefficient in CCE model;

βs

coefficient in SCE model;

γs

coefficient in SCE model;

ε

true strain;

ε̇

true strain rate;

ξ

coordinate, Fig. 3;

ηc

parameters in CCE model, Eq. (66);

θ

semi-vertex angle of cone-nosed impactor ;

Within the broad class of approximate engineering models
we distinguish between two sub-classes: empirical (semiempirical, phenomenological) models and analytical models. Relations between "integral characteristics" of penetration (for instance, between the impact velocity and the
depth of penetration (DOP) for a semi-infinite shield and
between the ballistic limit velocity (BLV) and the thickness of the plate for a shield of a finite thickness) that
have been obtained by statistical analysis of the experimental results and are not based on the physical laws are
known as "empirical model". Analytical engineering models that are the subject of this review, contrastingly, can be
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physically substantiated although usually their justification requires a large number of assumptions. We consider
mainly the relatively simple engineering models which are
characterized by the following features: either they determine the relations between the "integral characteristics"
of penetration in the explicit form (in algebraic form or
including quadratures) or they describe local interaction
between the shield and the penetrator at the points of the
penetrator-shield contact surface that yields such integral
relations. A dedicated review by Brvik et al. [1] deals
with penetration into metal shields. Surveys on this topic
can be also found in reviews and original papers by Backman and Goldsmith [2]; Jonas and Zukas [3]; Neilson [4];
Brown [5]; Anderson and Bodner [6]; Aptukov [7]; Amde
et al. [8]; Corbett et al. [9]; Ben-Dor et al. [1]; Aly and
Li [11] and in the books by Zukas [12]; Recht [13]; Zukas
and Walters [14]; Bulson [15] Bangash and Bangash [16];
Grigoryan [17]; Carlucci and Jacobson [18]; Bangash [19];
Szuladziñski [20]. Altogether published overviews cover
only a part of known analytical models and do not include the models suggested during the last decade and
the models not published in English. The goal of this review is to fill this gap. The general criteria for including
a particular study in this survey are the following: either
the study contains explicit formulas for determining integral characteristics of penetration (BLV, DOP, residual
velocity) or allows calculating these characteristics using
standard procedures. Simplified models are not considered in this survey if they are characterized by one or
several of the following features: (i) model does not yield
explicit formulas for determining ballistic characteristics
which can be determined by solving numerically algebraic
or differential equations; (ii) model includes either some
unspecified parameters which cannot be easily estimated
in advance or empirical coefficients which are defined ambiguously; (iii) model is based on a certain set of experimental data and is in essence a best-fit approximation of
the experimental results. It must be emphasized that the
subject of this review are the models and not applied problems which can be solved using these models, e.g. shape
optimization of penetrators, analysis of the effects of layering and spacing on the ballistic properties of shields,
etc. If the original study contains expression for the minimum penetration energy which can be easily transformed
into formula for the BLV, we usually present the expression from the original study. In order to unify notations
all formulas with bulk modulus, K , are converted using the relation K = E/[3(1 − 2ν)] , where E and ν are
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, correspondingly. In
the following we present a slightly simplified for engineering applications thickness-of-plate based classification of
shields that was suggested by Backman and Goldsmith

Figure 1.

Main perforation mechanisms.

[2]. According to this classification we distinguish between the following types of shields: semi-infinite shields
when the rear surface does not affect penetration (in the
limiting case a shield can be viewed as a half-space); thick
(non-thin) shields when the rear surface affects penetration either from the very beginning or after penetration at
a certain depth; and thin shields when stresses and deformations in the shield during penetration are independent
of the instantaneous depth of penetration. The main perforation mechanisms (Backman and Goldsmith [2]) that are
approximately described by analytical models are as follows (see Fig. 1): hole enlargement (semi-infinite and
thick shields), plugging (thick and thin shields), petalling
(thin shields), and combination of hole enlargement and
plugging (thick shields). Plug formation usually occurs
during penetration by blunt-nosed projectiles.

2.

Localized interaction theory

The localized interaction theory (LIT) encompasses investigations base on the so called localized interaction models (LIMs) whereby the integral effect of the interaction
between a shield and a penetrating projectile is described
as a superposition of the independent local interactions of
the projectile surface elements with the shield. Every local
interaction is primarily determined by the local velocity of
the surface element, ν, and the angle φ between the vec−
tor →
ν and the local outer normal vector to the projectile
surface νn as well as by some global parameters that take
into account the integral characteristics of the shield (e.g.,
hardness, density, etc.). Consequently, the normal stress,
σn , and the tangential stress, σt , respectively, which determine the the projectile shield interaction model, can be
presented in the following form:
σn = σn (u, ν), σt = σt (u, v), u = cos φ

(1)

where global parameters are not indicated as arguments
of functions σn and σt . The instantaneous resultant force
acting on the projectile is determined by integrating in351
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stantaneous "local" force over the projectile-shield contact
surface.
Many engineering models for penetration modeling belong
to the category of LIMs; most of them are determined by
the following relations:
σn = a0 + a2 ω(u)ν 2 ,

(2)

σt = µfr σn ,

(3)

Figure 2.

where µfr is the coefficient of friction between a projectile
and a shield, a0 and a2 are "global" parameters. The
choice of function ω(u) (in most cases ω(u) = u2 ) and
"global" parameters is based on the used model of shield
material, and in most cases it is based on cavity expansion
approach (see below).
Application of analytical methods for solving penetration
problems using LIMs is feasible only in the case of normal
impact (impact velocity is normal to the impacted plate) of
a rigid symmetric projectile, whereby projectile executes
a translational motion under the effect of the resistance
force, and relatively simple relationships for σn allow deriving analytical formulas for the DOP and BLV. In particular, this situation occurs for the model given by Eqs.
(2) and (3)) while more involved situations (oblique impact, complicated model) require application of numerical
methods. The formalism for the description of the impactor
shield contact surface which was proposed by Ben-Dor et
al. [21] for normal impact takes into account only partial
immersion of the projectile in the shield. In accordance
with this formalism, the moving contact surface of the impactor shield interaction can be described as follows (Fig.
2):
θ(h) ≤ x ≤ Θ(h)
(4)
where

(
Θ(h) =

h if 0 ≤ h ≤ L
L if h ≥ L

(5)

θ(h) = 0 in the case of a semi infinite shield and
(
θ(h) =

0
if 0 ≤ h ≤ b
h − b if b ≤ h ≤ b + L

In the latter case θ(h) = 0 and Θ(h) = L . LIMs allows
deriving formulas for the resistance force, the DOP, the
BLV, etc. using standard mathematical manipulations. In
order not to overload exposition we do not present these
formulas here. Such formulas for different shapes of impactors can be found in the published studies and in the
monograph by Ben-Dor et al. [22].
Generalization of the LIT to layered and spaced shields
which takes into account incomplete immersion of a striker
in a shield at the initial and final stages of penetration and
simultaneous interaction of a striker with several different
plates in a shield, was proposed by Ben-Dor et al. [23],
[24]; a comprehensive description can be found in Ben-Dor
et al. [22]. History of development of LIT for penetration
modelling is surveyed in the monograph by Ben-Dor et
al. [22]. Emergence and development of LIT in the field of
gas dynamics is comprehensively described in the books
by Alekseeva and Barantsev [25]; Bunimovich and Dubinsky [26] and Miroshin and Khalidov [27, 28]. Progress
achieved by LIT in gas dynamics stimulated attempts to
extend this approach also to penetration mechanics where
LIMs are widely used for investigating various applied
problems; extensive information on this topic can be found
in Ben-Dor et al. [10, 22, 29, 30].

3.

Cavity expansion approach

3.1. Introduction to the cavity expansion approach
(6)

in the case of a shield having a finite thickness, the coordinate h , the instantaneous depth of penetration, is defined
as the distance between the nose of impactor and the front
surface of a shield, the coordinate x is associated with the
impactor, b is thickness of a shield, and L is the length of
the nose of impactor. In practice, a simplified version of
LIM is often used when the stage where penetrator is only
partially immersed in the shield is not taken into account.
352

Description of impactor-shield interaction surface.

Cavity expansion approach is a fairly universal approximate method that allows devising analytical models of
penetration mechanics by describing local interaction between the shield and the penetrator at the points of the
penetrator-shield contact surface and, consequently, allows determining the instantaneous local interaction force
between the shield and the striker during its motion inside
the shield. It is important that such models include explicitly parameters which determine mechanical properties of
the material of a shield. This advantage is achieved by
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postulating a certain relation between penetration and expansion of a cavity in the material of a shield. Application
of cavity expansion approach requires solving two fundamental problems. The first problem is to determine a law
governing expansion of a cavity inside a material (generally from the zero initial radius). This problem is usually
considered for the cases with axial or spherical symmetry.
Multiplicity of formulations of this problem is related with
numerous models of the material of the shield (compressible/incompressible, elastic-plastic with different strainstress laws, etc.). It is a common practice to distinguish
between three classes of models depending on the level of
description of the cavity dynamics. Static (or occasionally
called quasi-static) models describe stresses on the surface of a cavity in a static state. Quasi-dynamic models
are the basis of cavity expansion approach in penetration
mechanics. These models determine stresses on the cavity surface as a function of the constant rate of increase
of the radius of the cavity. Dynamic models take into
account acceleration of the cavity surface. The second
problem is justifying a particular way of using a solution
of cavity expansion problem in penetration mechanics. If
the solution of the axially symmetric problem is used, then
the method is called a cylindrical cavity expansion (CCE)
approach/approximation while application of spherically
symmetric solution is called a spherical cavity expansion
(SCE). A survey of the state of the art up to the late
1950s regarding the problems of expansion of cavities in
solids was written by Hopkins [31]. Useful information
on this topic is summarized in the monograph of Yu [32].
Application of cavity expansion models in penetration mechanics have been described and analyzed by Teland 33
and Satapathy [34]. Only the studies directly associated
with the application of cavity expansion methods in engineering modeling of ballistic impact for metal shields are
considered below.

3.2. Spherical Cavity Expansion Approximation
Spherical cavity expansion approximation is widely used
in impactor shield interaction models in a quasi dynamic
version whereby expansion of a spherically symmetrical
cavity from a zero initial radius at a constant velocity is
described by the following formula:
σr = σr (V ),

(7)

and the normal stress on the surface of the cavity, σr , is
assumed to be known from the solution of the cavity expansion problem as a function of the velocity of the surface of
the hole, V . Calculating the interaction force between the

shield and the projectile is accomplished as follows. Consider some location on the surface of the impactor moving
with the instantaneous velocity ν inside the shield. Normal velocity at this location equals νn = ν cos φ = uν ,
where u = cos φ , φ is an angle between a direction of
projectile motion and a local external normal to a surface.
It is assumed that normal stress produced in the shield
at this location is equal to the stress on the surface of
a cavity that expands with a constant velocity, V = νn .
Therefore formula for normal stress on the surface of the
impactor, σn , reads:
σn = σr (uv)

(8)

If the impactor has the shape of a body of revolution and
is the equation of its surface (see Fig. 3) then
√
u = cos φ = Φ0 / Φ02 + 1

(9)

and Eq. (8) implies that

σn = σr

√

Φ0 v
Φ02 + 1


(10)

Applications of the dynamic SCE models in penetration
mechanics to projectiles having several typical shapes are
described in Bernard and Hanagud [35]. Calculating the
force acting on a striker at some location on the surface
of a striker using the dynamic SCE model is ambiguous
and does not allow a universal geometric interpretation.
This is the reason why the dynamic SCE models are not
widely used in penetration mechanics.

3.3. Cylindrical cavity expansion approximation
Another widely used in penetration mechanics approach
is known as a cylindrical cavity expansion (CCE) approximation (model, method, etc.). Sometimes other names are
used, e.g., method of plane sections (Sagomonyan [36];
Rahmatulin et al. [37]) and disks model (Yankelevsky and
Adin [38]). CCE method can be justified more readily than
a SCE method. In CCE approach, normal penetration of a
slender body of revolution is usually considered, and it is
assumed that particles of the material of a shield move in
a radial direction during projectile penetration. The shield
can be viewed as consisting of infinitely thin layers, and
in each layer a cavity expansion caused by the moving
impactor is modeled. This approach facilitates calculating the stress on the surface of a hole in each layer and,
consequently, the force acting on the projectile at each
location on the lateral surface of a projectile. The CCE
approach can be described in a general case of a dynamic
model of hole expansion for each layer as follows:
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3.4. Typical quasi dynamic cavity expansion
approximations
Two-term cavity expansion models are the most widely
used models in penetration mechanics:

Figure 3.

σr (V ) = αs + βs V 2 ,

(17)

σr (V ) = αc + βc V 2 ,

(18)

where subscripts "s" and "c" refer to the SCE model and the
CCE model, correspondingly, αs , βs , αc , βc are coefficients
of the models. Eqs. (17) and (18) imply the following
relationships for the normal stress on the surface of the
impactor, respectively:

Cylindrical cavity expansion approximation.

σn = a0 + a2 u2 ν 2 , a0 = αs , a2 = βs

σr = σr (y, ẏ, ÿ), ẏ = V = dy/dt, ÿ = d2 y/dt 2 ,

where y is the radius of the hole, t is time, the dot over
a symbol denotes time derivative. Let ρ = Φ(x) be the
equation of the surface of the projectile. Then, for the infinitesimal layer with the coordinate ξ (see Fig. 3), the
conditions that the surface of the hole coincides with the
surface of the impactor and that the velocity and acceleration of the hole surface are equal to the radial components
of the same kinematical characteristics of the impactor
yield (Rahmatulin et al. [37]):
y = Φ(h − ξ)

σn = a0 + a2

(11)

u2 ν 2
, a0 = αc , a2 = βc
1 − u2

(19)

(20)

Sometimes the following three-term CCE model with coefficients αc , βc , γc is used:
σr (V ) = αs + γs V + βs V 2 ,

(21)

which corresponds to the following formula:

σn = α0 +a1 uν +a2 u2 ν 2 , a0 = αs , a1 = γs , a2 = βs . (22)

(12)
Eqs. (19), (20) and (22) show that cavity expansion models
given by Eqs. (17), (18) and (21) belong to the class of
LIMs.

ẏ = Φ0 (x)ḣ, ÿ = Φ00 (x)ḣ2 + Φ0 (x)ḧ, x = h − ξ.

(13)

Expression for the normal stress on the surface of the impactor, σn , is obtained by substituting y, ẏ and ÿ from
Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (11):
σn = σr (Φ, Φ0 ḣ, Φ00 ḣ2 + Φ0 ḧ), Φ = Φ(x).

(14)

The case of a quasi dynamic model is similar to the case
described by Eq. (7) for CCE model when
σr = σr (ẏ) = σr (V ),

(15)

4.

Cavity expansion models

4.1.

Static Cavity Expansion Models

Static cavity models are widely used in penetration mechanics either directly or as elements of dynamic cavity expansion models. In the early works by Bishop et
al. [39] and Hill [40], von Mises yield criterion was employed. Bishop et al. [39] proposed the following static
SCE and CCE models for incompressible in the plastic
region, elastic-plastic, linear strain-hardening materials:

and Eq. (14) and (9) yields:
σn = σr (Φ0 ν) = σr
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√



uν
1−

u2

, ḣ = v

(16)

σr = σsstat =




2Y
E
2π 2
1 + ln
+
kplast , (23)
3
(1 + ν)Y
27
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"
Y
= √ 1 + ln
3

√

σr = σsstat =

!#

π2
+
kplast ,
σr = σcstat
18
(24)
where kplast is constant plastic modulus in the linear
strain-hardening law:
(
σ=

3E
2(1 + ν)Y

Eε
if ε ≤ Y /E
Y + kplast ε if ε > Y /E

(25)

In the case of incompressible in the plastic region, elasticperfectly plastic materials when
(
σ=

Eε if ε ≤ Y /E
Y if ε > Y /E

(26)

and Eqs. (23) and (24) can be rewritten for kplast = 0 as
follows:
σr = σsstat =




E
2Y
1 + ln
,
3
(1 + ν)Y
"

Y
σr = σcstat = √ 1 + ln
3

√

,

σr =

σr = σcstat




2Y
2E
1 + ln
,
3
3Y




Y
E
= √ 1 + ln √
,
3
3Y

√

!#

3E
(5 − 4v)Y

,

(34)

σcstat

Y
= √
3

(

√

"

#)

3E
1 + ln
[3 + (1 − 2κ)(1 − 2ν)]Y

,
(35)

(28)
σr = σcstat =

In the case of incompressible over the whole stress range
elastic-perfectly plastic materials (v = 0.5), Eqs. (27) and
(28) read:
σr = σsstat =

"
Y
= √ 1 + ln
3

(33)

Regarding the expansion of a non-thin layer (shell), Hill
[40] recommends using models which are valid for incompressible materials, i.e., the models determined by Eqs.
(29)-(30) and (31)-(32). Masri and Durban [41] developed
compressible cavity expansion models using a controlled
error approach. Introducing an error control parameter, κ
, they arrived at the expression for the cavitation pressure which depends only on one parameter. The optimal
value of κ is such that allows predicting the cavitation
pressure with a high accuracy. A number of CCE models
were proposed in the absence of strain-hardening, namely,
plane-strain models for von Mises and Tresca yield criteria, respectively (Masri and Durban [41]):

(27)

!#

3E
2(1 + ν)Y

σr =

σcstat




2Y
E
1 + ln
,
3
3(1 − v)Y

(29)

(30)

Finally, in the case of incompressible over the whole stress
range linear strain-hardening materials (v = 0.5,kplast >
0), Eqs. (23) and (24) read:

σr =

σsstat




2Y
2E
2π 2
=
1 + ln
+
kplast ,
3
3Y
27

(31)

σr =

σcstat




E
π2
Y
= √ 1 + ln √
+
kplast ,
18
3
3Y

(32)

Hill [40] proposed static SCE and CCE models for compressible over the whole stress range elastic-perfectly
plastic materials:

Y
2




1 + ln

E
2(1 − v 2 )Y


,

(36)

Masri et al. [42] suggested the following plane-stress
models for von Mises and Tresca yield criteria, correspondingly:


Y
σr = σcstat = 2, 04Y 1 − (2e − 1)
,
E

(37)



Y
σr = σcstat = 2Y 1 − (2e − 1)
.
E

(38)

Masri and Durban, 2007 used the value κ = −0.4725 in
Eq. (35). Note that Eq. (35) coincides with Eq. (34)
for κ = −0.5. Masri et al. [42] and Cohen et al. [43]
examined validity of static CCE models for predicting the
BLVs and the residual velocities on the basis of Eq. (94)
with various relations for σcstat . They used experimental
data for shields manufactured from aluminum alloys and
Weldox steels as well as numerical simulations for steel.
Different versions of the models corresponding to Tresca
or von Mises conditions, plane-stress or plane-strain patterns, were compared and the parameters of the models
were determined. On the basis of numerical simulations
Rosenberg and Dekel [? ] proposed the following formula for the BLV of sharp-nosed projectiles penetrating
into elastic-plastic shields:
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νbl = R

p

2πbσ∗ /m,

(39)
Ψ(z, n) = 2.994 − 3.742n + 3.511n2 +
0.05n − (1 − z)n
n[0.05n+1 − (1 − z)n+1 ]
+
n
2(n + 1)

where



if 0 < b ≤ 1/3
 2/3 + 4b
b σ∗
b= ,
=
2.0
if 1/3 < b ≤ 1.0

d Y
 2.0 + 0.8lnb if b > 1.0

4.2.

(40)

Quasi-Dynamic Cavity Expansion Models

Spherical and cylindrical quasi-dynamic models of penetration dynamics are generally based on cavity expansion
laws described by Eqs. (7) and (15). Most of the cavity
expansion laws are written in one of the following forms:
σr = σsstat + βs V 2

(46)

Luk and Amos [52] developed numerical CCE model for
compressible, elastic-plastic, rate independent materials
with power-law strain-hardening, compared numerical results obtained using their model with the results of analytical model by Forrestal et al. [50] for incompressible
materials and concluded that application of the compressible model improved predictions for the thicker plates and
νimp >> νbi . Luk et al. [53] proposed SCE model for
elastic-plastic, rate independent material with power-law
hardening. For the incompressible material, the closedform solution was obtained in the form of Eq. (41) where

(41)


Ψ(1 − η, n)
2Y
1+
, βs = 1.5ρsh , η = 1.5Y /E.
3
ηn
(47)
Application of the compressible model requires numerical solution of differential equations. In order to verify these models Forrestal et al. [54] conducted experiments with spherical-nose rods penetrating into semiinfinite steel and aluminum shields. Penetration model for
the incompressible material given by Eq. (47) was used
along with the results of numerical solutions for compressible material obtained by Luk et al. [53]. Forrestal et al.
[55]performed similar analysis for ogive-nosed rods. Warren and Forrestal [56] suggested a set of SCE models for
6061-T651 aluminum shields which are determined by Eq.
(21) where
σsstat =

σr = σcstat + βc V 2

(42)

or in the form given by Eq. (21). Forrestal et al. [47]
suggested quasi-dynamic SCE and CCE models for compressible elastic-perfectly plastic material similar to those
given by Eq. (41) and Eq. (42), respectively, and used Eq.
(33) and Eq. (34) for static component of normal stress
while coefficients βs and βc were determined by curvefitting of the corresponding results by Forrestal and Luk
[48] and Forrestal [49]. Forrestal et al. [50] developed a
CCE model for rate independent, power law strain hardening material that is described by Eq. (42) with


n

E
Y
Ψ(1 − η, n) ,
σcstat = √ 1 + √
3
3Y
ρsh
βc =
2




1 + ln2
+ η − lnη − 1 ,
1−ν

(43)

(44)

where

356

p

ρsh Y , βs = βes ρsh ,

(48)

and the coefficients αes , γes , βes are given for incompressible
and compressible media with strain rate effects and without strain rate effects. Warren [57] developed a CCE model
for elastic-plastic rate-dependent material with power-law
strain hardening assuming that the plastic zone is incompressible while the elastic region is compressible:

z

(−lnς)n
dς, 0 < z < 1.
l−ς
0
(45)
It was assumed that the plastic zone is incompressible
while the elastic region is compressible. Parameter n
(which is generally less than 0.5) is the coefficient in empirical stress-strain relation given by Eq. (98). For calculating the integral with singularity at ς = 0 in Eq. (45),
Forrestal and Romero [51] proposed the following formula:
Z

η=

αs = αes Y , γs = γes

2(ν + 1)Y
√
, Ψ(z, n) =
3E

σr = σcstat +
"

ρsh V 2
2

√

!
#


1 − λ2
2(1 + ν)Y
√
ln
− ln
−1 ,
λ
3E
(1 − v) 1 − λ2

me "

me #
e
α
2V
2(1 + ν)Y
√
√
+√
1−
(49)
e
3m
3acav ε̇0
3E
1
√

1+
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where σcstat and η are determined by Eqs. (43) and
(45), correspondingly, acav is radius of the cavity sure ε˙0 are parameters in the stress-strain relation
e , m,
face, α
(Chakrabarty [58], Yadav et al. [59]:
(
σ=

Eε
if σ ≤ Yd
e (ε̇/ ε˙0 )me if σ > Yd
Y (Eε/Y )n + α

(50)

σ , ε, n are the same as in Eq. (98), ε̇ is a strain rate,
ε˙0 is a reference strain rate,e
α is a curve-fitting parameter
having units of stress,Yd is a dynamic yield stress given
by the following formula:
e (ε̇/ ε˙0 )me
Yd = Y + α

(51)

Masri and Durban [60] derived a closed SCE analytical
model for compressible, elastic/perfectly plastic material
including strain-hardening that does not require application of best fit procedure to the numerical data:
σr =
where

σsstat

+ βs V + χs V ,
2

3

3
(1 − 2ν)(13 − 5ν)
− 0.160
2
(1 − ν)5β
s

2
χs = −
9


(1 − 2ν)

1+ν
1−ν



5

Y
E

1/3 #

3
ρsh
.
E




Y
E
π2
σcstat = √ 1 + ln √
+
ηhard ,
18
3
3Y


ρsh
E
√
βc =
ln
,
2
4 3Y

, (53)

3E
6(1 − ν)Y

!#
,

γc = 0.29ρsh , βc = 0.29ρsh .

(57)

Eε
if 0ε ≤ Y /E
ηhard Eε + (1 − ηhard )Y if ε > Y /E

"

1/3 #
Y
βs = K 1.5 − (1.3 − 0.53ν − 1.19ν )
,
K
"
#
 1/3
Y
χs = −K [2/3 − ζ(ν)]
. (58)
K


2

(54)

(55)

The following stress-strain equation is used:

σ=

√

Employing similar approach, Rosenberg and Dekel [64]
suggested a SCE model that is determined by Eq. (52)
with σsstat given by Eq. (33) and

This model also includes the case when cavity expansion
velocity is much smaller
than the speed of sound in a
p
solid, i.e., V << E/ρsh . The authors note that the
term χs V 3 can often be omitted when the model is applied
to penetration mechanics. Masri and Durban [61] proposed the CCE model for incompressible, elastic-plastic,
linear strain-hardening materials which is determined by
Eq. (42) with

(

"
Y
αc = √ 1 + ln
3

(52)

is determined by Eq. (33) and

"
βs = ρsh

σsstat

where ηhard = ηhard /E, ηhard is a constant hardening
modulus,0.001 < ηhard < 0.01. Masri and Durban [62]
suggested a CCE model for plastic orthotropic strain hardening materials that is described by Eq. (52). In order to
simplify application of the model for penetration mechanics, the model was approximated by Eq (41). Similar procedure was applied for a SCE model. On the basis of the
numerical simulations of expansion of spherical and cylindrical cavities in elastic-perfectly plastic materials (aluminum, steel, lead) Rosenberg and Dekel [63] proposed
approximate SCE and CCE models. The SCE model is
described by Eq. (41) with σsstat given by Eq. (33) and
β = 1.1875 ρsh . The formula for CCE model is given by
Eq. (21) where

(56)

where K is the bulk modulus, and ζ is equal to 2.36,
2.237, 2.066, 1.88 for ν equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, respectively. Rosenberg and Dekel [65] analyzed results
of numerical simulations of penetration of rigid long rods
having ogive, spherical, conical and flat nose shapes into
semi-infinite aluminum and steel shields having different
strengths. They found that for impact velocities, νimp ,
smaller than some critical velocity, νc , a deceleration (resistance force) acting on the rods is practically constant
and is independent of the impact velocity, while for the velocities larger than νc a velocity dependent term must be
added to the static resistance term. Mathematically, the
model by Rosenberg and Dekel [65] can be described as
follows. Cavity expansion approach implies the following
expression for the impactor’s resistance force, :
D
= σ stat + χρsh ν 2 ,
(59)
πR 2
where σ stat is static normal stress determined from a SCE
or CCE model, χ depends on a nose shape of a rod. Instead of the model given by Eq. (59), the Rosenberg and
Dekel [65] use the following model:
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D
=
πR 2

(

σ stat
if ν ≤ νc
0.5(σ stat + χρsh ν 2 ) if ν > νc

where
(60)

νc =

4.3.

p
σ stat /(χρsh )

(61)

Dynamic cavity expansion models

σr = σr (y, ẏ, ÿ) = σsstat + σsdyn ,

(62)

σsdyn = σsdyn (y, ẏ, ÿ) = ρsh (yÿ + 1.5ẏ2 ),

(63)

where

y is the radius of the hole, σsstat is determined by Eq.
(29). On the basis of Eq. (63), Goodier [66] proposed the
following formula for the normal stress on the surface of a
hemispherical-nose impactor:

σn = σsstat + σsdyn (R, ν, ν̇) cos φ =
σsstat + ρsh (R ν̇ + 1.5ν 2 ) cos φ,

(64)

where R is the radius of the hemisphere. The equation of
motion of impactor reads (Bernard and Hanagud [35]):

(m + madd )ν̇ = −πR 2 (σsstat + ρsh v 2 ),
madd = πρsh R 3 .

(65)

Clearly the term madd in Eq. (65) can be neglected if
madd << m and, consequently, the term ρsh R v̇ cos φ in
Eq. (64) can be omitted. Then a quasi-dynamic SCE
model can be considered whereby a solution of the equation of motion of impactor is used for determining penetration characteristics (Bernard and Hanagud [35]; Forrestal
et al. [67]). Bernard and Hanagud [35] also extended the
approach suggested by Goodier [66] to impactors having
non-hemispherical nose shapes. Sagomonyan [68] considered CCE in incompressible elastic-plastic material and
proposed the following model:
σr = σr (y, ẏ, ÿ) = αc + βc ẏ + ηc yÿ,
2

(67)

The latter equations and Eq. (14) yield the following
formula for normal stress on the surface of a projectile:

Hopkins [31] noted that "important aspects of this type of
theory were first considered by R. Hill" referring to Hill’s
unpublished report of 1948, and suggested the following
dynamic SCE model for incompressible elastic-plastic material:
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2E
Y
[1 + ln(1 + ω)], ω =
,
2h
3Y
ρsh
ρsh
ω i
βc =
ln(1 + ω) −
, ηc =
ln(1 + ω)
2
ω+1
2
αc =

where

(66)

σn = αc + (βc Φ02 + ηc ΦΦ00 )ν 2 + ηc ΦΦ0 ν̇,

(68)

where the function Φ(x) describes the shape of the impactor nose (see Fig. 3). Sagomonyan [68] considered
conical-nosed impactors in more detail (see also Ben-Dor
et al. [69]). Generally, Eq. (68) implies a linear differential equation of motion of a projectile that can be solved
in quadratures. Sagomonyan [70] developed a model describing expansion of a cylindrical cavity inside an incompressible elastic plastic medium starting from the non
zero radius, and outlined the applications of this model
for investigating penetration of impactors having a plane
bluntness that is accompanied by plug formation. Penetration was considered as two simultaneous processes,
namely, expansion of the cavity in the shield and motion
of the plug. Ben-Dor et al. [22] extended this approach
and determined the closed form solutions for the BLV of an
arbitrary body of revolution without any additional simplifications. Aptukov et al. [71] derived an approximate
solution for the expansion of a cylindrical hole in a compressible elastic plastic medium in the form of Eq. (66)
with
βc = β̂c /v∗2 , ηc = η̂c /v∗2 ,

(69)

where the values of the coefficients αc , β̂c , η̂c for several
metals are given in Table 1, while ν∗ is equal to 5040m/s,
5160m/s and 4650m/s for aluminum, titanium and steel,
correspondingly.

Aptukov [72] determined an approximate solution for the
expansion of a spherical hole in a compressible elastic
plastic medium in the form of Eq. (66) and proposed formulas for calculating the coefficients of the model. Warren
and Forrestal [56] suggested a SCE model that includes
power-law a strain hardening and strain-rate sensitivity
of an incompressible shield material:

σr = σsstat + ρsh (1.5V 2 + yV̇ ) +

2e
α
e
3m

me


2V
yε̇0

,

(70)
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Table 1.

Parameters αc , βˆc , η̂c

Aluminum,Y(GPa)
0.1 0.3 0.5
αc (GPa) 0.41 1.10 1.70
β̂c (GPa) 76 71 64
η̂c (GPa) 55 50 48

Parameter

where σsstat is determined by Eq. (47). Li et al. [73] and
Chen et al. [74, 75] considered the class of SCE models
of the following type:
σr = αs + ξs V + βs V 2 + ςs V̇

(71)

where coefficients αs , ξs , βs , ςs are depend on shield material. They derived also a dimensionless formula for the
DOP as a function of three parameters for general convex
shaped projectiles.

5. Momentum and Energy Balance
Approach
Based on momentum and energy balances Recht and Ipson
[76] proposed the following formula for the residual velocity for a relatively thin plate (b/Limp < 0.5, b/d < 0.5)
penetrated by a blunt fragment:
2
2 1/2
νres = a(νimp
− νbl
) , νimp ≥ νbl ,

(72)

2
eres = a(e
eimp ≥ 1,
ν
νimp
− 1)1/2 , ν

(73)

or

where

2
ρsh bdplug

mplug 
=1
1+
a = 1/ 1 +
m
ρimp Limp d2



eimp = νimp /νbl , ν
eres = ν
eres /νbl ,
ν

"

νbl =

where

4ζ1 ρsh b ψη
1+
Limp d

s

Steel,Y(GPa)
0.8 1.0 1.2
2.94 3.57 4.18
170 162 157
121 118 117

ψ=

1
1
+
,
ρimp Cimp
ρsh Csh

(77)

Csh , Cimp are the longitudinal acoustic-wave velocities in
the projectile and shield materials, respectively, ς1 , ς2
are constants depending on chosen units for parameters,
η is a coefficient related to the dynamic shear strength
if the shield material properties are assumed to be constant. Recht and Ipson [76] demonstrated that their model
successfully predicts penetration of mild steel plate with
η = 1.76· 105 psi = 1.21MPa by a cylindrical projectile. In the case of a thick plate penetrated by a cylinder,
Recht and Ipson [76] suggested the following formula for
the parameter a in Eqs. (72) and (73):
v
!
u

2
u
ρsh bdplug
m̂plug
t
1+
1+
,
a = 1/
m
ρimp Limp d2

(78)

where m̂plug is the experimental value of the ejected plug
mass. The model suggested by Recht and Ipson [76] for
penetration by a sharp impactor without plug formation is
based on energy conservation law that can be written as
follows:
2
2
0.5mνimp
− 0.5mνres
=W

(79)

where W is a work performed during perforation. Assumption that W does not depend on the impact velocity
implies Eqs. (72) and (73) with a = 1:

!
,

(74)
2
2 1/2
νres = (νimp
− νbl
) , νimp ≥ νbl ,

(80)

2
eres = (e
eimp ≥ 1,
ν
νimp
− 1)1/2 , ν

(81)

(75)

mplug and dplug are mass and diameter of a plug, correspondingly. For the BLV, Recht and Ipson [76] suggested
the following formula:

2

Titanium,Y(GPa)
0.4 0.6 0.8
1.49 2.12 2.7
122 118 112
88 85 83

and the following formula for the BLV:
νbi =

p

2W /m

(82)

Formula for the work, Wcav , that is required for expanding

#
the hole in a ductile material to the radius R reads (for
Limp ρimp
ς2 d
1+
1+
2
details
see Zaid et al. [77] and Corbett et al. [9]):
bρsh
4ρsh bψ η
(76)
Wcav = πkw R 2 bY ,
(83)
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where kw equals to 2.0 (Bethe [78]), 1.92 (Hill [79]), 1.33
or 0.5, depending on the deformation mode (Taylor [80]).
Associating with the energy loss of rigid, point-nosed impactor, W , and assuming that W = Wcav one can obtain
formulas for the residual velocity and the BLV by substituting Wcav from Eq. (83) instead of W in Eq. (82).
Thomson [81] proposed a model that takes into account a
dynamic component of the work required for perforation of
a thin plate. This model can be written as follows (Sodha
and Jain [82], Nixdorff [83]):
W (h) = 0.5πbY Φ2 (h) + πbρsh ν 2 I(h),

(84)

where h is the instantaneous penetration depth of a projectile in the plate after beginning penetration with a constant velocity ν, W is the power that is needed to overcome the resistance of the plate, function Φ(x) determines
the shape of a sharp nose of the impactor (see Fig. 2a-b),
and
Z
I(h) =

h

[ΦΦxx + 2Φ2x ]ΦΦx dx.

(85)

0

Following a quasi-dynamic approach let us assume that
Eq. (84) is valid for 0 ≤ h ≤ L, where L is the length of the
nose of impactor. Energy conservation equation yields the
following formula for the instantaneous impactor velocity
ν (Sodha and Jain [82]):
2
W (h) = 0.5m(νimp
− ν2)

(86)

Substituting ν = νres , h = L and Φ(L) = R in Eqs. (84)
and (86) yields:

s

2
p
mνimp
− πbY R 2
, νbl = R πbY /m, νimp ≥ νbi
m + 2πbρsh I(L)
(87)
Gupta et al. [84] considered a thin plate and took into
account the work required for forming a crater by ogive
nosed projectile and energy of the radial stretching in the
following form:

νres =

"



W = πR 2 b 0.5Y + 0.62ρsh

νimp R
L

(89)

where constant k can be evaluated from the profile of the
plate. The residual velocity and the BLV can be determined from Eqs. (79) and (82), respectively. Zhang
and Mu [87] considered perforation of a thin shield by a
rigid sphere or a hemispherical nose projectile and developed an analytical model describing perforation in a
dicing mode. Their approach is based on the estimation
of energy dissipation during three stages of penetration:
bulging, fracture, and hole enlargement. Pol et al. [88]
suggested a model whereby the work required for perforation of a thin plate by ogive-nose projectile comprises the
work required for plastic deformation, the work for transferring the matter to new position, and the work spent
for bending of the petals. Zaid and Paul [89] and Paul
and Zaid [90] investigated normal penetration of pointed
and truncated cone-nose and ogive-nose projectiles into
thin ductile plate using momentum balance and obtained
a number of relationships which allow estimating characteristics of penetration. In particular, their analysis yields
the following formula for a pointed cone-nose projectile
with a semi-vertex angle θ:
νres = νimp (1 − πbρsh R 2 sinθ/m).

(90)

Brown [91] applied a quasi-dynamic theory to describe
penetration of a truncated cone-nose projectile into plastically deformed thin plate and derived formula for energy
of the projectile in order to estimate the thickness of the
shield that allows projectile containment. Woodward [92]
proposed a model for cone-nose projectiles taking into
account ductile and dishing failure modes that yields the
following formula for the minimum perforation energy:

"
 
 2 #
b
b
πbY R 2
1 + 0.5π
+ 0.867
. (91)
W =
2
R
R


W = 2πR 3 Y


√
b
1
+
− 3 .
R
3 tan θ

(92)

(88)

where l is length of the crack. Gupta et al. [84] used the
following empirical correlation between the radial plate
deflection, w, the central deflection of the plate, wc , and
360

w = wc exp(−ker ),

Woodward [93] also suggested the following formulas for
W which can be applied for thick and thin shields, correspondingly:

2 #

πbY wc2 (1 + 2kl)exp(−2kl)
√
+
4 1 − ν + ν2

the distance from the point of impact, er (Calder and Goldsmith [85]; Levy and Goldsmith [86]):

2πb3 Y
W = √
,
3 tan θ

(93)

where the difference between thick
√ and thin plates is determined by the value of b = 3R. Forrestal et al. [94]
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and Rosenberg and Forrestal [95] devised an engineering
model for shields that exhibit ductile hole-growth which
was applied for conical-nose rods penetrating into aluminum plate having a finite thickness:

(
σ=

Eε
if ε ≤ Y /E
Y (Eε/Y )n if ε > Y /E

(98)

Masri, 2010 proposed the following approximate formula
for σsstat :
νbl = R

p

2πbσcstat /m, νres = νbl

q

(νimp /νbl )2 − 1,
νimp ≥ νbl ,




Y
2E
1 + ln
,
2
(5 − 4ν)Y

σr = σcstat =

(94)

(95)

where σcstat corresponds to static CCE model for elasticperfectly plastic material with compressible plastic zone
and the Tresca yield criterion (Forrestal [49]; Satapathy
[34]). The second equation in Eqs. (94) for νres recovers
formula suggested by Recht and Ipson [76]. The approach
used by Landkof and Goldsmith [96] and Wierzbicki [97]
for thin plates is based on energy balance comprising the
energies required for crack propagation, petal bending,
and plate dishing. Wierzbicki [97] emphasizes that the
main advantage of his model is determining these three
energies simultaneously while Landkof and Goldsmith [96]
assume that these fractional energies are independent of
each other. Wierzbicki [97] proposed the following formula
for the BLV of a plate penetrated by a sharp conical-nose
impactor:


νbl = 4.22

σu Y
1+n

0.5 

δb
b

0.1 

Rρsh
m

0.7
b0.8

(96)

where n is the exponent in the power-type stress-strain
law, δb is the crack tip opening displacement parameter
(CTOD). For simplicity, it can be assumed that δb /b =
1. Masri [98] suggested a simple model for penetration
resistance of pointed nose projectiles, D, that is based on
power balance between the power supplied by a projectile
during steady-state penetration and elastic-plastic power
required for expanding the penetration hole:

D=

πd2 e e
D, D =
4


2S
Ld


 

2L kfr Y
√
α̂σsstat +
d
3

(97)

where S and L are the meridional cross-sectional area
and the length of a projectile nose, correspondingly, d is
a projectile shank diameter, kfr is a friction factor (Durban
and Fleck [99]), 0 ≤ kfr ≤ 1 , α̂ is an empirical parameter, σsstat is static spherical cavitation pressure. For the
hardening power law with parameter n (Chakrabarty [58]),

σsstat =

2Y
×
3





n
n 
2E
1
2E
− 1 + 0.73n
1 − ln2 − ln(1 − ν) +
n
3Y
3Y
(99)
In particular, formula for penetration resistance force for
ogive-nose projectile reads:



p
fr Y
e = f(KC RH ) α̂σ stat + 4KC RH − 1 k√
D
s
3

(100)

where

"
f(KC RH ) = 1 + 2KC RH
√
ω=

#
sin−1 (ω)
−1 ,
ω

Rog
4KC RH − 1
,
, KC RH =
2KC RH
2R

(101)

KC RH is a caliber radius head of ogive-nose projectile,
Rog is a radius of a circular arc of an ogive. Solving the
equation of projectile motion yields the following formula
for the depth of penetration (DOP):
H=

e 2
m
e = m/(0.25πd2 ).
ν ,m
e imp
2D

(102)

Using the results of experiments from the literature, Masri
[42] concluded that empirical parameter α̂ is practically
independent of the shield material characteristics but depends on the shape of the projectile nose, whereas α̂ varies
in a narrow range and is slightly smaller than for ogive
nose projectiles. It was found that experimental data on
penetration into aluminum shields by spherical-nose projectiles can be fairly well described (up to some critical
impact velocity) by the following formula:
H=

e
m
ν2 ,
πσsstat imp

(103)

which is obtained from Eqs. (99)-(102) for KC RH = 0.5,
α̂ = 1 and kfr = 0. Penetration of ogive-nose projectile
with KC RH = 0.5 into aluminum shields can be described
by these equations with α̂ = 1 and 0.2 ≤ kfr ≤ 0.6;
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kfr = 0.4 is suggested as a representative value for all
experiments. Using energy balance approach Srivathsa
and Ramakrishnan [100, 101]derived a ballistic performance index to estimate and compare the ballistic quality
of metals. This index is a function of common mechanical
properties of the material and the impact velocity of a projectile. In their subsequent study Srivathsa and Ramakrishnan [102] presented these indexes in the form of maps.
Using energy and momentum balance equations and assuming that shield is thin and that the absorbed energy
is small in comparison with the impact energy, Giere [103]
derived the following formula:
νres /νimp = mplug /(mplug + mimp ).

6.

Oversimplified models

6.1.

Shields having finite thickness

N1 = 1 + µfr cotθ, N2 =

1 + µfr cotθ
1 + cot 2 θ

(109)

for conical-nose projectiles. For sharp and slender projectiles when the parameter
N=

m
es ρsh d3 N2
β

(110)

is sufficiently large, Chen and Li [104] proposed the following simplified version of formulas in Eq. (105):
2
2
2
2
νres
= νimp
− νbl
, νbl
=

πbe
αs Y N1 d2
.
2m

(111)

(104)
Forrestal and Warren [106] started from a quasi-dynamic
CCE model of the type described by Eq. (18) with στ = 0,
ec is a dimensionless conαc = σcstat , βc = βec ρsh where β
stant depending on the chosen model of shield material,
σcstat is determined by Eq. (43). This model yields the
following formulas for the residual velocity and the BLV:

Chen and Li [104, 105] started from a quasi-dynamic
SCE model of the type given by Eqs. (17) and (3) with
es ρsh where α
es are dimensionless
es and β
es Y , βs = β
αs = α
constants depending on the chosen model of shield material (such models are discussed above). They showed
that this quasi-dynamic SCE model yields the following
formulas for the residual velocity and the BLV:

νres =

q

2
2
exp(−C ), νbl =
νimp
− νbl
!1/2
p
σcstat
exp(2C ) − 1,
=
e
βc ρsh N∗

(112)

where


πb
2
2
2
,
νres
= (νimp
− νbl
) exp −
2dN




es Y N1
α
πb
2
νbl
==
exp
−1 ,
es ρsh N2
2dN
β

(105)

where
N1 = 1 + 2µfr KC2HR (π − 2φ − sin 2φ),

(106)

N2 = N ∗ + µfr KC2RH



π
1
sin 4φ
−φ−
2 sin 2φ +
,
2
3
4

(107)

πd2 ρimp
(L0 + kshape L),
4

(114)

where

4
1
KC RH + −
3
3
√

4KC2RH (2KC RH − 1)
4KC RH − 1
√
sin−1
2KC RH
4KC RH − 1

kshape = 4KC2RH −

1
2KC RH

for ogive-nose projectiles, and
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(113)

for ogive-nose projectiles, and N∗ = tan2 θ for conicalnose projectiles. Forrestal and Warren [106] assumed the
following formula for the mass of a projectile:
m=

8KC RH − 1
N∗ =
,
24KC2RH

φ = sin−1 1 −

ec bρsh N∗
β
,
(L0 + kshape L)ρimp


2KC RH
− 4KC RH − 1
N∗ = 8KC2RH ln
2KC RH − 1

C=

, KC RH ≥

1
2

(115)

(108)
for ogive-nose projectiles, and kshape = 1/3 for conicalnose projectiles. If the nose of a projectile is sufficiently
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sharp then keeping several first terms in Taylor series expansion of the exponent in Eq. (112) yields the following
simplified formulas for the residual velocity and the BLV:
νres =
s
νbl =

q

2
2
νimp
− νbl
(1 − C + 0.5C 2 )1/2 ,

2σcstat b
(L0 + kshape L)ρimp



(116)

1/2
1+C +

2 2
C
3

(117)

The latter equations with C = 0 can be also considered
as a version of a simplified penetration model. Forrestal
and Warren [106]; Forrestal et al. [107]; Brvik et al.
[108] analyzed the accuracy of the model given by Eqs.
(116) and (117) using experimental results. Chen and
Li [105] compared the models suggested by Chen and Li
[104] and by Forrestal and Warren [106] and concluded
that there are the differences in their predictions are quite
small. Note that Chen and Li [105] used a simplified (as
compared with Eq. (116)) formula for the residual velocity
(Forrestal and Warren [106]):
νres =

q



ρimp
H
3ρsh N ∗ 2
,
=
ln
1
+
ν
L0 + kshape L
3ρsh N ∗
2σsstat imp

(119)

where kshape and N ∗ are determined by Eq. (115) and
2
(108), respectively. Assuming that 1.5ρsh N ∗ νimp
/σsstat is
much smaller than 1 Eq. (119) can be written in two
simplified forms by replacing the logarithm by one or two
first terms in the Taylor series expansion:
2
ρimp νimp
H
=
,
L0 + kshape L
2σsstat

H
=
L0 + kshape L

Basic simplified model

The simplest model of plugging for a cylindrical impactor
(see e.g., Sagomonyan [70]; Holt et al. [125]) is based
on the assumption that a cylindrical plug with a radius
R = r, height b and mass
(122)

is formed at the beginning of penetration, and that this
plug moves together with a projectile under the action of
the resistance force associated with the plug:
(123)

where h is the instantaneous depth of penetration and
τs is a constant shear stress. If a projectile penetrates
at the depth h = b then perforation occurs. More sophisticated models of plug formation when the plate is
penetrated by cylindrical impactor were suggested by
Sagomonyan [126]; Sagomonyan et al. [127]. Ben-Dor
et al. [22, 128, 129] considered impactors with arbitrary
generatrix having a flat bluntness, and took into account
the resistance force at the lateral surface of the impactor,
Dlat = Dlat (h, ḣ, ḧ). In this case, the impactor is subjected to the resistance forces Dplug and Dlat until h ≤ b
(see Fig. 4a) and the resistance force Dlat when the plug
breaks apart at the depth h = b (see Fig. 4b). Therefore,
equations describing motion of a projectile read:

(120)
∗

1−

7.1.

Dplug (h) = 2πτs r(b − h), h ≤ b,

Forrestal and Warren [106] started from a quasi-dynamic
SCE model given by Eq. (41) and Eq. (47). This model
yields the following formula for the DOP of ogive-nose
projectiles:



Most of models taking into account plug formation, for
instance, those suggested by Awerbuch [110]; Awerbuch
and Bodner [111]; Chen and Li [104, 112]; Goldsmith and
Finnegan [113]; Hsueh [114], [115]; Jenq et al. [116]; Krishna Teja Palleti et al. [117]; Liss et al. [118]; Ning et al.
[119]; Shoukry et al. [120]; Ravid and Bodner [121, 122];
Teng and Wierzbicki [123]; Wu and Batra [124] (most of
which are surveyed by Corbett et al. [9]) generally do
not allow deriving explicit formulas for determining the
residual velocity or the BLV. Two models considered below allow determining the residual velocity and the BLV.

(118)

Semi-infinite shields

2
ρimp νimp
2σsstat

Plugging and multi-stage models

mplug = πρsh r 2 b

2
2
(1 − 2C + 2C 2 )1/2 ,
νimp
− νbl

This formula is obtained by squaring Eq. (112) and keeping only the first three terms in Taylor series expansion
of exp(−2C ).

6.2.

7.

3ρsh N 2
ν
4σsstat imp

(m + mplug )ḧ + Dlat (h, ḣ, ḧ) + Dplug (h) = 0, 0 ≤ h < b
(124)


(121)

Comparison with the results of experiments showed that
Eq. (121) is very accurate for striking velocities smaller
than 1300m/s . The model similar to Eq. (120) was also
proposed by Chen and Li [109].

mḧ + Dlat (h, ḣ, ḧ) = 0, b ≤ h ≤ b + L

(125)

Considering w = ν 2 = ḣ2 as a function of the independent
variable h, Eqs. (124) and (125) can be replaced by the
following equation:
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Model of penetration with plug formation.



√ 1 dw
1
dw
+Dplug (h)δ(h) = 0,
[m+mplug δ(h)]
+Dlat h, w,
2
dh
2 dh
(126)
where function δ(h) is determined as follows:


 0 if h ≤ 0
δ(h) = 1 if 0 ≤ h ≤ b

 0 if 0 > b

(127)

D=

2πbτs Φ(h)
if 0 ≤ h ≤ L
2πRτs (b + L − h) if L < h < L + b

(128)

where functions χ0 , χ1 , χ2 depend upon h,upon a shape of
impactor and upon characteristics of material of a shield.
Substituting Dlat from Eq. (128) into Eq. (126) yields the
following linear ordinary differential equation:

(130)

where a mass of a plug is assumed to be given by the
following formula:
(

In most analytical approximate models Dlat can be written
in the following form:
Dlat (h, ḣ, b̈) = χ0 (h) + χ1 (h)ḣ2 + χ2 (h)ḧ,

(

Slezkin’s penetration model with plug formation

mplug =

πbρsh Φ2 (h) if 0 ≤ h ≤ L
πR 2 bρsh
if L < h < L + b

(131)

Motion of this unitized projectile-plug body having a variable mass at the first stage of penetration (0 ≤ h ≤ L) is
described by the following equation:
d
[(1 + k1 Φ2 )ν] = −k2 Φ
dt

(132)

where t is time and k1 = πbρsh /m, k2 = 2πbτs /m. Motion
of the composite body having a constant mass that com1
dw
[m+mplug δ(h)+χ2 (h)]
+χ1 (h)w+Dplug (h)δ(h)+χ0 (h) = 0, prises the impactor and the plug, at the second stage of
2
dh
(129)
penetration (L ≤ h ≤ L + b) is described by the following
which can be solved analytically to obtain formulas for the
equation:
BLV and the residual velocity.

7.2.

In 1944 N. A. Slezkin (see Grigoryan [17]; Sagomonyan
[130]) suggested a simple model based on the assumption
that only shear associated with plug formation is the cause
of the resistance force. In the following we describe this
model in the generalized form applicable for an arbitrary
impactor (body of revolution) with flat bluntness.
The two-stage model is illustrated in Fig. 5 where a projectile and a plug move together as a unitized projectileplug body. The expression for the resistance force acting
on this body reads:
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(1 + k1 R 2 )

Slezkin’s model

dv
R
= −k2 (b + L − h)
dt
b

(133)

The expression for the residual velocity when the impact
velocity is sufficiently high for perforating the shield reads:

νres =

q
2
(1 + k1 r 2 )2 νimp
− 2k2 (J1 + k1 J3 ) − k2 Rb(1 + k1 R 2 )
(1 + k1 R 2 )

(134)
Formula for the BLV is obtained by substituting νres = 0
and νimp = vbl into Eq. (134).
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8. Some other models and related
problems
To the best of our knowledge, the first model in the penetration mechanics which belongs to the class of the LIMs
and is not based on the cavity expansion approach was
suggested by Nishiwaki [131]:
σn = a0 + a2 u2 ν 2

(135)

where a0 is the "static contact pressure" and a2 = ρsh .
This model takes into account impactor-shield friction
and variation of the impactor plate contact surface during
penetration. Using his experimental results for conical
impactors penetrating into aluminum shields, Nishiwaki
[131] arrived at the conclusion that a0 is proportional to
the thickness of the perforated plate. He developed a relationship between the impact velocity and the residual
velocity of a cone shaped impactor. In the following we
consider in more detail a study by Vitman and Stepanov
[132] which is not readily available for Western readers
and which is often cited in publications in Russian as a
classic study that pioneered the idea of applying LIM of
the kind given by Eq. (135) in modeling of high speed penetration. Vitman and Stepanov [132] investigated experimentally penetration of cone nose projectiles with impact
velocities up to into various metal shields. They found that
the ratio of the resistance force to the shank area exhibits
a linear dependence on the squared impactor velocity,
provided that a penetration depth exceeds the length of
the conical nose. Analysis of these linear correlations for
projectiles having different cone angles allowed to make
the following observations: (i) the slope of these lines
is approximately the same as the slope of the drag force
dependence for a conical projectile moving in a gaseous
medium and calculated using the Newton’s model (Hayes
and Probstein 133); (ii) all straight lines obtained in the
experiments on penetration into shields manufactured from
the same material intersect in the same point. These two
observations imply that the formula for a drag force for a
conical impactor may be written as follows:
Dcone = πR 2 (a0 + a2 sin2 θν 2 ),

(136)

e sh is the "dynamic hardness
where a2 = ρsh , a0 = H
e ∼ 10m/s", θ
of the metal for impact velocities of ν
e sh
is the half apex angle of a cone. Some values of H
adopted from the study by Vitman and Ioffe [134] are as
follows: 350MPa, 910MPa, 910MPa and 1330MPa for
aluminum, soft steel, copper and duralumin, respectively.
Initially, Vitman and Stepanov [132] used the following
correlation:

e sh (ν/e
a0 = H
ν )α

(137)

but subsequently they decided that the dependence of a0
on the impactor velocity can be neglected since 0 < α <<
1. Let us assume that local interaction force between a
projectile and a shield is equal to a force acting on a surface of a tangent cone at this location provided that projectile velocity and shield material are the same in both
cases. It is significant that Eq. (136) for cone-nose impactors implies a model given by Eq. (135) with a2 = ρsh
e sh for sharp impactors having different shapes.
and a0 = H
Hence the result obtained using the Vitman and Stepanov
[132] formula is often referred to as a LIM although describing local interaction between a shield and a projectile was not the main goal of their study. Different versions of the above assumption are known in aerodynamics
as "methods of tangent cones" (Chernyi [135]; Hayes and
Probstein [133]). Similar approach in penetration mechanics was used by Recht [13]. Vitman and Stepanov [132] analyzed results of experiments with cone nosed and cylindrical projectiles and noticed that drag force acting on
penetrating striker is practically constant in the range of
relatively small impact velocities for most metals. Rosenberg and Dekel [46, 65] (see Section 4.2) developed an
approach based on this peculiarity of penetration. Golubev and Medvedkin [136, 137] studied penetration of a
rigid rods with conical and hemispherical heads into a
thick plate manufactured from mild low-carbon steel at
velocities of up to 600m/s. On the basis of the obtained
experimental data they proposed a three-stage penetration model. At the initial stage of penetration (h ≤ R), the
linear dependence between the resistance to penetration
and impactor velocity is used. At the third stage (h > 2R),
the resistance force is assumed to be constant. At the intermediate stage (R < h ≤ 2R), the resistance force is
determined by linear interpolation between the values of
the resistance force at the initial and final stages. Landgrov and Sarkisyan [138] proposed the following model:
σn = E(σ̂0 /E)1−uν/c , c =

p

Eρsh

(138)

where σ̂0 is experimentally determined parameter that is
close to the value of the Mayer hardness. Yarin et al. [139]
studied penetration of a rigid projectile (ovoid of Rankine)
into an elastic-plastic shield. This particular shape of a
projectile was selected because it implied a reasonably
simple velocity field that exactly satisfied the continuity equation and the condition of impenetrability of the
projectile. Although equation of motion of projectile can
be generally solved numerically, analytical formulas for
the DOP, the residual velocity and the BLV were derived
by making some additional assumptions. Particularly, for
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deep penetration into a semi-infinite shield, the DOP is
given by the following formula:
H=

3m + πρsh R 3
2
 νimp
6πY R 2 ln 45/9 3G
4Y

(139)

where G is shear modulus of the material of the shield.
Yarin et al. [139] also described the procedure that allows
applying the suggested approach to a projectile having a
tip of arbitrary shape. Levy and Goldsmith [86] considered
normal impact on thin plates by hemispherical tip cylindrical hard-steel projectiles and derived expressions for the
resistance force, D, as a function of time,t. The authors
note that "the theory is based on a lumped-parameter system that includes the radial variation in axial target displacement". For a non-perforation case (the impact velocity is less than the BLV) the theory implies the following
relationship:
√

1.33m2.5 Y b
νimp exp
D(t) =
2
(m + meq )

!
√
1.33 mY b
t ,
m + meq
meq =

πρsh b
2k 2

(140)

where k is the same as in Eq. (89). For perforation case
(the impact velocity is larger than the BLV) the sub-model
"requires either measured information from the plug separation process or corresponding reasonable geometric and
kinematic assumptions for a solution in the perforation
domain". Detailed analysis of the model by Levy and
Goldsmith [86] may be found in Corbett et al. [9]. Wen
[140, 141] suggested a model where normal stress on the
projectile-metal shield contact surface is a linear function
of the impact velocity. Shaw [142] proposed a model of the
type given by Eq. (135) with a0 = σr and a2 = ρsh G(νimp ),
where σr is determined in Eq. (27) while G is a function
that strongly depends on the impact velocity in addition to
the shield material properties. The function is determined
on the basis of experiments; it is a decreasing function
that tends to a constant value of 0.5 when impact velocity
is very large. Shaw [142] gave two examples of approximations for G(νimp ), for 0.4 GPa aluminum and 0.8 GPa
aluminum, correspondingly:

4
3
2
G = 0.0019νimp
− 0.0373νimp
+ 0.2860νimp

− 1.0059νimp + 1.8603,

(141)

4
3
2
G = 0.0092νimp
− 0.1369νimp
+ 0.7877νimp

− 2.1346νimp + 2.8697.
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(142)

Sagomonyan [130] applied a "model of normal sections"
for modeling penetration of cones with non small vertex angle. This approach was used also by Bagdoev et
al. [143]. In the studies of Partom [144] and Littlefield et al. [145], cavity expansion models were modified to account for the finite size of the shield in the
direction normal to the direction of penetration. A number of solutions based on elastic-plastic isotropic models of shield material were obtained by Vantsyan [146];
Bagdoev and Vantsyan [147, 148]; Rahmatulin and Bagdoev [149]. Bagdoev and Vantsyan [150, 151]; Bagdoev et al. [143, 152, 153]; Asatryan et al. [154] (see
also Sagomonyan [70]) modeled translational penetration
into anisotropic media while Bagdoev and Vantsyan [155]
found a solution for a problem of penetration into an elastic transversely isotropic medium when the impactor rotates or twists with constant angular velocity. Huang et
al. [156, 157] applied cavity expansion theory for calculating the DOP in the case when impact velocity is smaller
than the BLV and a projectile only partially penetrates
into a plate. They found that for relatively low velocities nose shape of the projectile has a stronger influence
on the penetration depth while the reverse dependence is
observed for relatively high velocities. Dienes and Miles
[158] proposed a membrane model that requires numerical
calculation of an integral for determining the BLV of thin
plate. Tirosh et al. [159] suggested a closed-form assessment of residual cavity depth left after a rigid hemispherical nose cylinder impacts a rigid-plastic shield. Teland
and Moxnes [160] conducted numerical simulations using
a hydrocode in order to compare analytical results from
cavity expansion models with the results obtained by "exact" numerical calculations. Wijk et al. [161]; Wijk [162]
suggested a model that can be described as follows. Drag
force acting on a projectile is assumed to be a sum of a
drag force acting on the nose of a projectile and a friction drag force acting on body of a projectile. Initially
the nose drag increases with penetration depth until it
attains a constant value which corresponds to lateral displacement of shield material along the trajectory of a projectile. Projectile body friction force also increases at the
initial stage of penetration and becomes constant when
the trailing edge of the projectile passes through the front
face of the shield. It is assumed that when the leading
edge of the projectile is close to the rear surface of the
shield, the remaining bulk of shield material ahead of the
projectile crushes and forms fragments. At this penetration depth the force required for crushing is equal to the
force required for continuing lateral displacement of shield
material, and fragments are ejected with the same velocity
as the projectile.
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9.

Concluding remarks

In this study we presented more or less comprehensively
all widely used and some not well known analytical models which were suggested for describing high-speed penetration into metal shields. This survey is characterized
by the following distinguishing features: (i) includes an
unprecedented large number of models; (ii) presents models suggested during recent years; (iii) analyzes models
which have been originally published in Russian and are
not well known in the West either because of the language barrier or because these studies were classified.
We believe that there it is important to expose these models so that scientific community can use them. The performed analysis shows that until now prevailing tendency
among researchers is to improve cavity expansion models
for non-thin shields in order to determine dependencies of
coefficients in simple models (mainly, two- and three-term
LIMs) vs. mechanical properties of shield material. Such
models allow conducting analytical studies of various applied problems in case of normal impact and numerical
investigations in case of oblique impact. In descriptions
of their own models the authors usually include arguments
in favor of a particular model which are based on theoretical considerations, some limited experimental results or
"exact" calculations. Nevertheless, it must be emphasized
that these arguments or comparisons with other models
have mainly only illustrative character. Devising consistent procedures for comparing different models and establishing ranges of their validity is still a subject of ongoing
research.
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